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We write the nonnegative integers in a fixed base b B 2, and call two such integers c and d 
comparable if each digit of c is at least as big as the respective digit of d, or vice versa; 
otherwise we say that c and d are uncomparable. A set of pairwise uncomparable integers will 
be called antihierarchic. 
The paper contains explicit and asymptotic formulae as well as upper and lower bounds for 
the cardinality of maximal antihierarchic sets S z { 1, 2, . . . , n} for given n. 
It was asked in 141 to give a proof for the fact that any subset S of the positive 
integers less than 1000, satisfying ISI 2 76, contains two elements c # d, such that 
the subtraction c - d resp. d - c written in base 10 is done without ‘borrowing’, 
i.e. each digit of c is at least as big as the respective digit of ii, or vice versa. In 
this case we will call c and d comparable, otherwise uncomparable. A set of 
pairwise uncomparable integers is called antihierarchic. 
In this paper we will give explicit and asymptotic formula as well as upper and 
lower bounds for the cardinality of maximal antihierarchic sets of integers written 
in arbitrary base and with an arbitrary number of digits, using combinatorial 
methods including SFerner theory and generating functions. 
For integers b 2 2 and m > 0 let mh denote m written in base b. For a positive 
integer t let A(t) = {O, 1, . . . , t}. We define for a positive integer N 
M,(N) = max ({S G A(N - 1): ml,, rn; are uncomparable for all m # m’ in S} I; 
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especially, set for n E N 
M(b; n) = M,(b”). 
By what was said above, we have for instance M( 10; 3) = 75. 
Theorem 1. Ler b 3 2 and n 2 1 be integers; let h = [n(b - 1)/2]. Then 
Mb; 4 = ,,_;h,b (-l$)(n - fi’: - “‘)- __ 
In general, the absolute values of the summands aboqie do not form a 
monotonic sequence. Therefore, one cannot deduce upper or lower bounds for 
M(b; n) from Theorem 1 in a simple fashion. However, the number of terms is of 
logarithmic order compared with the cardinality of A(b” - l), which makes the 
actual computation rather easy; for example, M( 10; 3) = 105 - 30 = 75. 
Theorem 2. Let b k 2 and n 3 1 be integers. Then 
M(b; n) = f cz (%J&.(X) ck 
gtLn(X-) =
1 for 2 1 n(b - l), 
cos x otherwise. 
For fired b und n +x, we have 
where the implied constant in O( ) only depends on b. 
Theorem 3. Let b 2 2 be fixed and E > 0. Then for sufficiently large N 
N 
($‘- ‘) (log N)1/2 -c M,(N) < (2C + E) 
N 
(log N)‘12 ’
where 
C = (~;;~~4,)“’ 
2. Sperner theorems 
(1) 
(2) 
(For terminology and well-known results used in this paragraph see for instance 
PL) 
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Let A(t) be given the natural order, i.e. 0 < 1 < - - - ct. Then, for any n E N, 
the product space A(t)” can be partially ordered by 
ada’ #aiSa:(i==i,...,n) 
for all a = (a,, . . . , a,), a’ = (al, . . . , a:,) E A(t)“. We obviously have the 
following. 
Lemma 1. For a, a’ E A(b” - l), a +a’, let a = al + a2b + l - - + a,b”-‘, a’ = 
a;+a;b+---+akb”-’ with a=(a, ,... ,a,,), at=(a; ,..., a:,)EAjb-1)“. 
Then 
aanda’arecomparable H a<a’ora’<a. 
There is a unique minimal element in A(t)“, namely (0, . . . , Oj. Also all 
maximal chains between two fixed elements of A(t)” have the same length. 
Therefore, there is a rank function r:A(t)“+ No, given by 
which is the length of a maximal chain between (0, . . . ,0) and a. Define the 
I-level iV,(A(t)“) = {a e A(t)“: r(a) = I}, and the Zth level number W, = 
W,(A(t)“) = IN,(A(t)“)l. Finally, let r,.,,,, = r,,,,,(A(t)“) be the rank of A(t)“, i.e. 
r max = max{r(a): a E A(t)“} 
rmax(A(t)n) =nt. 
The following clearly holds 
Lemma2. ForO<C<r ll?.-x 
It is easily seen that 
(4) 
N(A(t)“) = W,~&W)“)- 
Let s(A(t)“) denote the cardinality of a maximal anti&&r in A(t)“. s is called 
the Sperner number of A(t)“. 
Paqosition 1. 
Sbw)“) = a E A(t)“: C ai = . ISiGn 
Proof. (For definitions and theorems used in this proof see [ 1, Chapt. VIII, 31.) 
A(t)” is a finite chain product which by a theorem of De Bruijn et al. is 
symmetric. Thus it possesses the unimodular property, which means there is a i, 
0 si d r,,,, such that W;, d W, d l - l s Wi 2 Wj+, 2 - - - 3 W,m,,. Using Lemma 2 
and (4), we get 
Since A(t)” is symmetric, it also has thu Sperner property, which by definition 
means that s(A(t)“) = maxI WI. By (S), (3) and the definition of WI, this proves 
the proposition. Cl 
Lemma I and Proposition 1 immediately give the following. 
Cor0Uary1. Forba2andns1, 
aEA(b-1)“: C ai 
I=i---rr 
corou 2. Forba2andn . 2 1, an antihierarchic set S c A(b” - 1) is given b_y 
S M < b” : sum of digits of rnb = [ n(b; “I}. 
3. Generating fimctions: proof of Theorem 1 
For nonnegative integers k, n and t 2 1 let 
aEA(t)“. C ai=k . 
1 5ien II 
Expanding 
fn*,(~)=(l+X+X~+---+~‘)ll 
into a power series C aX-XL, we obviously have 
(6) 
n 
ak = 0 k t- 
Therefore, we get the following. 
ltraoposition 2. 
(~)l=~,wY(;)(n - * +-lk_-l(t+ ‘“). 
Combming Proposition 2 and Corollary 1 immediately yields Theorem 1. 
emark. The numbers (i), are called polynomial coefficients in [3]; they have 
been studied by Andre [2]. and in a much more general setting by Monte1 [5]. 
Since they satisfy the recursion formula 
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which is easily deduced from their generating function (6) they may be regarded 
as generalized binomial coefficients. In fact, for t = 1 they are the ordinary 
binomial coeficicnts. For arbitrary t the polynomial coefficients share a lot of 
properties with rhe ordinary binomial coefficients (see [3, p. 77-783). 
4. Proof of Theorem 2 
Applying Cauchy’s integral formula to the generating function f,,., in (6) we get 
. bY (7) and Corollary 1 
O,=& I, f,,.,(z)z+’ dz, 
where % denotes a counterclockwise oriented circle of radius 1 centered at the 
origin By substituting z = e&j, 0 d x G JC, we get 
cos( (tn - 2k)x) dx. 
The last equality follows from the symmetry of the integrand with respect to 
x = x/4. Choosing t = 6 - 1 and k = [n(6 - 1)/2], Corollary 1 implies (1). 
The remainder of this paragraph is devoted to a proof of (2). From now on let 
h 2 2 be a fixed integer. We have 
1 [‘2 ( “‘“b”)ngb.,I(x) dx 1 L (sin I)” 1:’ dx 
2lh sin x 
It 3b n c- - 
( > 25’ 
In order to prove (2) it therefore s&ices by ii j to show that 
where B = i(b2 - I). 
Looking at the power series expansion of sin x/x, it is easily seen, that for any 
x, 0 <x S 1, there is a yI = y,(x) with 0 < yI d l/18, such that 
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By the same argument, one finds for any x E I,(O, 2/b) a y2 = y2(x), 0 < yI 6 
l/ 120, satisfying 
sin bx 
- = I- i(bx)" + y2(bx)4. 
bx 
(10) 
Combining (9) and (lo), we can show that for any x E & there exists a yS = y&Q 
with 
sin bx 
- = 1 - I.#? - y&. 
b sinx 
By (1 I), we obviously have for x E & 
O<Bx’+y,x“+. 
ForO<y<& 
(13) 
hence there is a y4 = y4(y) with 4 s y4 d 2 and 
log( 1 - y) = -y - y.$y’. 
By (13) we may apply this to (12). Thus there exists a constant c1 depending only 
on b, such that for any x E Ih there are ys = ys(x) and y6= yh(x), 
max(lyJ, IyJ) < cl, satisfying 
= exp(n log( 1 - (EP + y,x4))) 
= exp( -rz(Bx2 + y5rJ)) 
-- -e -atq 1 + y,nx4). (14) 
Notice that the bounds for y, , y2 and y3 have to be explicit, since (13) is essential 
for the convergence of the power series of log(1 - y). 
By looking at the power series of cosx it is obvious that for x E Ib there is a 
y7 = y7(x) with Iy71 d : and 
where ghen was defined in (1). By (14) and (15), there exists a constant c2 only 
depending on 6, such that for any x E &, there are yx = y,(x) and ys = y,(x) 
satisfying 
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and 
” 
gJx) = c-BfM’ (I+ yKX* + yunx”). 
1x5 
(17) 
We have 
= f(;)“’ + O(n-“’ j-1, e-Y-“* d+ 
where the constant cj and the implicit constant in 0( ) may only depend on 6. 
Hence 
By (16), we have 
I 
x 
<< n - 3’2 e-‘t”* dt. 
0 
(1% 
Again the implicit constant may only depend on b. By partial integration, we get 
e-ft!” & = I I e-Ifl/2 & + 0 
<< 1 + ‘^ e-‘t-‘I* dt ‘< 1 
J 
\ . 
I 
Therefore, 
I 
2lh 
e -13N.r'yX(X)X2 & << .--312. 
0 
w-9 
(21) 
Similar arguments as in (19) and (20) yield 
I 
2lh 
e 
-f3RX~Y')(X)X4& <<p2_ 
(22) 
0 
Applying (18) and the upper bounds (21) and (22) to (17), we finally get (8). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. fl 
J. W. Sumier 
Corollary 3. Let b b 2 be jired anti E > 0. T&w few suficiedy large N 
N N 
(log j,,),,‘< MdN) < fbC + ‘) (log N)‘/:! , (23) 
Proof. Choose n such that 
h ‘z s N < b”+‘_ (24) 
The sequence A&,(N) is obvious’ly increasing. Hence 
M(C;; 0) s M&V) s M(b; II t I). 
By Theorem 2 and (24). we have for sufficiently large N, i.e. sufficiently large fz, 
M(b; II) > ((Brc)-“‘- ~)b’*t~-“2 
q(Bn)-“L &(W, -lQ 
1 
This proves the lower bound in (23). The upper bound follows in the same 
fashion. Cl 
5. Proof of Theorem 3 
Naturally. we would like to have an asymptotic formula for M,,(N). 
Unfortunately, the knowledge of an asjrmptotic formula for the subsequence 
M,(W) does not suffice for this purpose. The situation would be different, if we 
had /I&,(6”) - b” asymptotically, since then an interpolation lemma like Lemma 2 
in (61 could be used. 
In order to improve on Corollary 3, we have to refine Theorem 2. To be more 
precise. we will be looking at a denser subsequence of M,,(N). For this reason we 
define for positive integers tz, ! and s s t 
A(t, s; [I) = A(t)“- ’ x A(s), (35) 
with 
A(t)” x A(s) = A(z). 
Following the ideas and arguments of Section 2 with the obvious modifications, 
we have the rank function r:A(f, s; tz)- IV,, given by 
r(a) = C Ui 
I- i-n 
fora=(a,, . . . , a,,) E A(t; s; u), satisfying 
rlllihX = 
max r(a) = (12 - 1)f + s. (26) otA(r. 5; rt) 
The Lemmas 1 and 2 now ‘look like the following. 
Lemma 3. ter 1 d b* d b. For a, a’ E A(b*b”-’ - 1), a #a’, let a = a, + a?b + 
- - - +- a,,b”-‘, a’=a; +aGb+... +cl:,b”-’ with a= (u,, . . . , a,;), a’= 
(a;, - - - , a;,)EA(b - 1, b” - 1;n). Then 
u urd a’ are comparable N a < a’ or a’ <. a. 
Lemma4. ForO~l~r max’ the lth leve! number ‘r2’,(.4 (t. s; 11)) satisfies 
W(A(t, s; 10) = W “,., x-,(A(t, s; 12)). 
Using again De Bruijn’s theorem on finite chain products, Lemma 4 and (26) 
yield the analogue nf Proposition 1 for the Sperner number s(A(t, s; n)). 
Proposition 2. 
aEA(t,s;n): c a,= I5icrI 1)t . 
For 1~ b* d b, we set 
M(b, b*; n) = M,,(b*b”-‘). 
By Lemma 3 and Proposition 2, we get the following. 
(27) 
Corollary 4. 
C ai= 
b* 
M(b, b*; n) = aEA(b-l,b*-1;n): 
- 1 + (n - i)(b - 1) . 
IsiS) 2 
Instead of (6), we now use the generating function 
fil ,,,,, (X) = (1 +x + - * - +_xyy1 +x + * * - +x5). 
Following the argument of Section 4, we get the next lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let n al, bz2, l~b*<b. Then 
M(b, b*; )I) = :‘;$)’ (J(:2 (““)“’ cos((2j - b* + 6)x) d-x), 
! r(:; J. W. Sander 
1 + (n - l)(b - l)), 
Now we are able to prove the desired refinement of Theorem 2. 
Proposition 3. For jixed b 22, l~b*rbundn+x, wehave 
M(b, b*; n) = (Brc)-‘Eb*bn-l(n - 1)-l” + O(bnn-“I*), 
where B = i(b2 - 1). and the implicit constant in 0( ) only depends on b. 
Proof. Given an integer v, Iv1 < b, and x E 1, = (0,2/b), there is a ylo - ylo(x) 
satistying 1 y,,,j -= : snd 
cos vx = 1 + Y,[i(VX)‘. (28) 
Combining (14) and (28) for Iv/ d b, we have a constant c3 depending only on 6, 
such that for any x E Ih there are yll = y,,(x) and y12 = y12(x) with 
n-1 
COS vx =e-B(n-lk"(l + yl,xz + y12(n - 1)x’). 
Clearly 
Applying (2% (30), (21), and (22), we get for Iv1 s b 
= ;( B(,“_ J2 + 0(,1-J”). 
With this in mind, Lemma 5 implies the proposition. Cl 
(2% 
(30) 
IIn order to prove Theorem 3 let b 2 2 and E > 0. For given N there are n and 
lsb*<b such that 
b*b”-’ 5 N < (b* + l)b”-‘. (31) 
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Since M,(N) is increasing, we have by (27) 
M(b, b*; n) c M,(N) s M(b, b* + 1; n). 
For sufficiently large N resp. n, this implies together with Proposition 3 and (31) 
Mb(N) > ((BJc)-“~ - &)b*b”-‘(n - l)W”2 
2 ((&Q-I”’ - @* & (z)-‘O \ 
Since b* 2 1, this proves the lower bound in Theorem 3. The upper bound 
follows similarly. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3. Cl 
It should be mentioned at this point that a further refinement of Theorem 3, 
using our method by considering an even denser subsequence of Mb(N) than the 
one in Proposition 3, is impossible. The reason for this is that the ordered sets 
corresponding to A(N - 1) are chain products only for N = b*b”-‘. Hence the 
theorem of De Bruijn et al. is not applicable beyond Proposition 3. 
It remains, however, an interesting question, if there is a constant C* 
depending only on b, such that we have asymptotically 
N 
Mb(N) - ‘* (log N)‘” 
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